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Epistemic exploitation occurs when privileged persons compel marginalized per-
sons to educate them about the nature of their oppression. I argue that epistemic ex-
ploitation is marked by unrecognized, uncompensated, emotionally taxing, coerced 
epistemic labor. The coercive and exploitative aspects of the phenomenon are exem-
plified by the unpaid nature of the educational labor and its associated opportunity 
costs, the double bind that marginalized persons must navigate when faced with the 
demand to educate, and the need for additional labor created by the default skep-
ticism of the privileged. I explore the connections between epistemic exploitation 
and the two varieties of epistemic injustice that Fricker (2007) identifies, testimonial 
and hermeneutical injustice. I situate epistemic exploitation within Dotson’s (2012; 
2014) framework of epistemic oppression, and I address the role that epistemic ex-
ploitation plays in maintaining active ignorance and upholding dominant epistemic 
frameworks.

1. Introduction

Black and Third- World people are expected to educate white people as 
to our humanity. Women are expected to educate men. Lesbian and gay 
men are expected to educate the heterosexual world. The oppressors 
maintain their position and evade their responsibility for their own ac-
tions. There is a constant drain of energy which might be better used in 
redefining ourselves and devising realistic scenarios for altering the pres-
ent and constructing the future. (Audre Lorde 1995)

It is physically and emotionally draining to be called upon to prove that 
these systems of power exist. For many of us, just struggling against them 
is enough —  now you want us to break them down for you? (Julianna 
Britto Schwartz 2014)
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The function, the very serious function, of racism is distraction. It keeps 
you from doing your work. It keeps you explaining, over and over again, 
your reason for being. Somebody says you have no language, so you 
spend twenty years proving that you do. Somebody says your head isn’t 
shaped properly, so you have scientists working on the fact that it is. 
Somebody says you have no art, so you dredge that up. Somebody says 
you have no kingdoms and so you dredge that up. None of that is neces-
sary. There will always be one more thing. (Toni Morrison 1975)

2. What Is Epistemic Exploitation?

The phenomenon that Lorde, Britto Schwartz, Morrison, and many others have 
identified and criticized is what I term epistemic exploitation. Epistemic exploita-
tion occurs when privileged persons compel marginalized persons to produce 
an education or explanation about the nature of the oppression they face.1 Epis-
temic exploitation is a variety of epistemic oppression marked by unrecognized, 
uncompensated, emotionally taxing, coerced epistemic labor. It maintains struc-
tures of oppression by centering the needs and desires of dominant groups and 
exploiting the emotional and cognitive labor of members of marginalized groups 
who are required to do the unpaid and often unacknowledged work of provid-
ing information, resources, and evidence of oppression to privileged persons 
who demand it— and who benefit from those very oppressive systems about 
which they demand to be educated.

Epistemic exploitation is ubiquitous. It is common within institutions of 
higher education, activist coalitions and alliances, and interpersonal relation-
ships. Despite its pervasiveness, however, it is not widely recognized as a com-
ponent of epistemic or social and political oppression. Rather, it masquerades 
as a necessary and even epistemically virtuous form of intellectual engagement, 
and it is often treated as an indispensable method of attaining knowledge. Epis-
temic exploitation goes by many other names. Standard conversational norms 

1. This account assumes an intersectional picture of privilege and oppression. Epistemic ex-
ploitation occurs across dimensions of hegemonic difference. Someone is a marginalized person 
within a context of epistemic exploitation if they experience the oppression about which the edu-
cation is demanded and the person demanding it does not. A man’s demand that a woman explain 
the nature of sexism is epistemically exploitative since the woman experiences sexism and the man 
does not. In that context the woman is a marginalized person, though this would not be true for 
every context. A cisgender woman demanding an explanation of cissexism from a trans or gender 
non- conforming person is engaging in epistemic exploitation. In that context where cissexism and 
cissupremacy are the oppressions in question, a cisgender woman would not count as a marginal-
ized person.
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allow epistemic exploitation to masquerade as any number of acceptable and 
normalized practices— ‘exercising harmless curiosity,’ ‘just asking a question,’ 
‘making a well- intentioned effort to learn,’ ‘offering alternative explanations,’ 
and ‘playing devil’s advocate’ are a few of the labels used to describe epistemi-
cally exploitative interactions. These innocuous euphemisms all help to mask 
the oppressive power dynamics at play in instances of epistemic exploitation.

That many of these euphemistic covers frame epistemic exploitation as a vir-
tuous epistemic practice related to the pursuit of truth is one reason that the 
practice is both widespread and vigorously defended. This creates a burden on 
the marginalized to educate and enlighten. Though the privileged demand the 
epistemic labor of the marginalized, they often perpetuate epistemic oppression 
by dismissing the knowledge produced. The marginalized are excluded from 
the realm of recognized knowledge creators despite contributing novel concep-
tual resources and epistemic frameworks. The rhetorical obfuscations surround-
ing epistemic exploitation make the naming and explication of the phenomenon 
critical to developing strategies of resistance to epistemic oppression.

As the insights of Lorde, Britto Schwartz, and Morrison indicate, the practice 
of epistemic exploitation has long been acknowledged and critiqued by women 
of color activists and scholars. But despite the level of attention and discussion 
that it has received in these intellectual spaces, epistemic exploitation remains 
under- theorized within academic philosophy. While the expansive literature 
on epistemic injustice details a number of ways in which structural power de-
termines the distribution, attribution, and social dimensions of knowledge, it 
has yet to explicitly analyze this particular phenomenon. The task of this paper 
is to elucidate the phenomenon of epistemic exploitation and situate it in the 
framework of epistemic oppression. This investigation will identify the harms of 
epistemic exploitation, illuminate the structural disparities that allow it to take 
place, and reveal the role it plays in reproducing active ignorance and maintain-
ing systems of oppression.

3. What Is Exploitative about Epistemic Exploitation?

Epistemic exploitation can take many forms. It can be perpetrated through well- 
intentioned requests to help one learn about oppression. It can also take the form 
of default skepticism toward individual experiences of bias, microaggressions, 
or harassment. Such responses demand that the victim do the emotionally ex-
hausting work of reliving their experience and defending their interpretation of 
it in the face of doubt and disbelief. Default skeptical responses also function to 
erase existing epistemic resources that undermine dominant narratives about 
the relationship of these experiences to larger structures of oppression. Even 
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generally treating the existence of oppressive systems as up for debate can re-
quire those who are oppressed by these systems to do the emotionally exhaust-
ing labor of justifying and substantiating their experiences.

The exploitative nature of epistemic exploitation derives from several of its 
features. These include the opportunity costs associated with the labor of edu-
cating the oppressor, the double bind that marginalized people find themselves 
in when faced with the demand to educate, and the default skeptical responses 
from the privileged when the marginalized do acquiesce and fulfill their de-
mands.

3.1 Unpaid Labor and Opportunity Costs

A central feature of epistemic exploitation is that the labor demanded is unpaid 
and frequently unacknowledged.

In an article responding to actress Patricia Arquette’s privileged anti- 
intersectional backstage comments2 after her best- actress acceptance speech at 
the 2015 Academy Awards, Rutgers Professor and Salon columnist Brittney Coo-
per explicitly refuses to do the work that white feminists expect her to do and 
that has been done repeatedly by many Black feminists before her. She notes the 
irony of a white feminist calling for wage equality while also implicitly demand-
ing that Black women do the unpaid work of educating her about the pay gap’s 
racial dimensions:

If among feminists, black women are always asked to do the uncompen-
sated labor of educating white women about how they have effed up, 
is this also not a form of wage inequality? Are these not also the wages 

2. Arquette’s backstage comments were,

It’s time for women. Equal means equal. The truth is the older women get, the less money they 
make. The highest percentage of children living in poverty are in female- headed households . . . So 
the truth is even though we sort of feel like we have equal rights in America right under the surface 
there are huge issues at play that really do affect women. It’s time for all the women in America, 
and all the men that love women and all the gay people and all the people of color that we’ve all 
fought for to fight for us now. (Ajayi 2015)

Her comments ignore the fact that women, queer people, and people of color are overlapping 
groups that face intersecting oppressions. Further, Arquette suggests that people of color have 
an obligation to support the campaign of wealthy and middle- class white women who want to 
receive pay equal to what white men receive. She implies that this is because people of color are 
indebted to white women for the solidarity that white women have shown in struggles for civil 
rights and racial justice. She ignores and obscures the fact that white women continue to partici-
pate in and benefit from white supremacy and the capitalist exploitation of people of color, and 
she adds insult to injury by suggesting that people of color owe their labor to the promotion of 
class- privileged white women’s interests.
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of race at play? Some of my academic colleagues of color call this “the 
black or people of color tax” —  the extra, and often unacknowledged la-
bor, time and resources we give to institutions, that our white colleagues 
don’t have to do and for which we are uncompensated, in order to help 
struggling students of color navigate our institutions and insure diver-
sity at the levels of faculty and administration.

If I ramp up my cortisol levels to express my anger and hurt at white 
women for failing once again to get it, is that not a tax and toll on my 
health that I pay either in future medical bills or in years unlived? (Coo-
per 2015)

Cooper emphasizes a number of features of epistemic exploitation through her 
characterization of the burdens that white women expect Black women and 
other women of color to bear. It is simply assumed that they will provide the 
necessary labor to correct white women’s mistakes, even though this labor is fi-
nancially uncompensated, time- consuming, mentally draining, and rarely even 
recognized as work.

Epistemic exploitation levies a tax in “years unlived” because the labor it re-
quires is often the source of significant negative emotion that itself takes labor to 
dispel.3 Marginalized persons frequently have symptoms of psychological dis-
tress and trauma resulting from their experiences of oppression (Pieterse, Todd, 
Neville, & Carter 2012; Clark, Clark, & Williams 1999; Landrine, Klonoff, Gibbs, 
Manning, & Lund 1995). In order for marginalized persons to do the labor of 
educating others about their oppression, they must first overcome the cognitive 
burden of dispelling the negative emotion associated with it. This makes per-
forming educational labor about oppression significantly more costly for some-
one who experiences it than for someone who does not. As Cooper emphasizes, 
when marginalized persons are called on to educate their oppressors, they bear 
increased cognitive and emotional costs that take a cumulative toll on their men-
tal and physical health.

Cooper’s comments also point to a way in which epistemic exploitation is 
built into the structure of academia. Because many predominantly white institu-
tions of higher education have only a lip- service commitment to diversity, mem-
bers of marginalized groups are often called upon to serve on committees and at-
tend meetings in order for their under- represented group to appear to be better 
represented, though often not beyond the token level.4 Faculty of color, particu-

3. Thanks to Kristie Dotson for making this point in her comments on this paper at the 2016 
Central APA.

4. Because the neoliberal university profits from increasing diversity but lacks a correspond-
ing commitment to changing the institutionalized white supremacy that creates the need for 
diversity- promoting efforts in the first place, most diversity initiatives simply maintain the status 
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larly women of color, bear a disproportionate burden compared to white faculty 
when it comes to expectations of mentorship and advising (Cox 2008), serving 
on committees (Wilson 2015), sponsoring student organizations, and providing 
informal guidance and counseling to students of colors faced with navigating the 
racism that pervades predominantly white institutions (Niemann 1999). Canton 
notes that while the additional service that the university demands of faculty of 
color “may bring accolades to the institution, it is not usually rewarded by the 
institution on whose behalf the service was performed” (2013: 10). Institutions 
of higher education often demand that faculty of color provide knowledge or 
education for diversity training and other programs that specifically depend on 
marginalized people sharing information about their experiences, perspectives, 
and marginalization within the academy. When this labor goes uncompensated 
and unrecognized, as it so often does, these institutional demands on faculty of 
color result in epistemic exploitation.

That exploitative diversity work rarely leads to actual institutional change 
illustrates another injurious feature of epistemic exploitation. More often than 
not, the labor demanded is provided in vain. Cooper writes,

Asking black women and other women of color always to explain, show 
and prove to white people what is so wrong about what they have said or 
done, when we have no guarantees that they will change, shift or grow, 
is unacceptable. I demand better conditions of work. (2015)

In addition to being cognitively costly, unrecognized, and unpaid, the work that 
marginalized people provide through epistemic exploitation is frequently dis-
missed by those who demand it. Nothing comes of it. Oppressors demand labor 
and then leave the fruits of the labor to spoil and perish. This reveals an impor-
tant function of epistemic exploitation: to keep the oppressed busy doing the 
oppressor’s work.

Women of today are still being called upon to stretch across the gap of 
male ignorance and to educate men as to our existence and our needs. 
This is an old and primary tool of all oppressors to keep the oppressed 
occupied with the master’s concerns. Now we hear that it is the task of 

quo. Ahmed notes that, “diversity can be a method of protecting whiteness” and it is often “mo-
bilized as a defense of reputation” (2012: 147, 151). Kẏra theorizes that diversity is the practice of 
mixing together different bodies within a common organization, and is a prime resource to be cap-
italized upon by businesses and organizations that are white- owned and/or operated. Diversity 
still benefits those in power by taking advantage of the various experiences and vantage points of 
different racial/gender/sexual backgrounds. Rather than respecting difference and redistributing 
power based on it, diversity only ‘celebrates’ difference in order to exploit multiculturalism for its 
economic value. (2014)
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women of Color to educate white women— in the face of tremendous 
resistance— as to our existence, our differences, our relative roles in our 
joint survival.

This is a diversion of energies and a tragic repetition of racist patriar-
chal thought. (Lorde 2007)

Because it always involves a “diversion of energies,” epistemic exploitation 
comes with opportunity costs. The obligation to educate their oppressors con-
sumes the attention of the oppressed, preventing it from being put to better use.5 
This opportunity cost makes the demand for educational labor epistemically ex-
ploitative even absent the “tremendous resistance” that generally accompanies 
it. It may be tempting to say that an exchange is not epistemically exploitative if 
upon being educated the privileged start pushing back in tangible ways against 
the oppressive systems that afford them their privilege and become allies or ac-
tive bystander at some cost to themselves.6 But even if the educational labor 
that the marginalized provide inspires the privileged to further study oppres-
sive systems and begin working to undermine them, the marginalized have still 
sacrificed their time, energy, and expertise in the service of the privileged. The 
privileged receive social recognition from their newfound knowledge and self- 
improvement that are rarely conferred on the marginalized persons who pro-
duce this knowledge. Epistemic exploitation thus bestows benefits on the privi-
leged while the marginalized bear the costs.

3.2 The Double Bind

Let me tell you what it feels like to stand in front of a white man and 
explain privilege to him. It hurts. It makes you tired. Sometimes it makes 
you want to cry. Sometimes it is exhilarating. Every single time it is hard. 
Every single time I get angry that I have to do this, that this is my job, that 
this shouldn’t be my job. Every single time I am proud of myself that I’ve 
been able to say these things because I used to not be able to and because 
some days I just don’t want to. (Manissa McCleave Maharawal 2011)

Maharawal points to an important feature of epistemic exploitation, which is 
that the labor demanded is always expected of her. It is her job to engage and 

5. Hannah Giorgis warns against devoting one’s efforts to a project that was never intended 
to succeed. She writes, “Do not waste time & energy explaining your humanity to people commit-
ted to denying it. Invest in your community instead” (2014).

6. See McKenzie (2014) and Giorgis (2012) for explicit ways that allies and active bystanders 
are called upon to undermine the systems of oppression responsible for their privilege.
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educate whether she wants to or not. Because the privileged feel entitled to the 
time and energy of the marginalized, if Maharawal fails to provide the labor 
expected of her, she will be seen as shirking a duty and will thus open herself 
up to reprobation. Marginalized persons often do not have the option to simply 
disengage from an epistemically exploitative situation without being subjected 
to harm as a result of their perceived affront. This is the double bind.

The existence of the double bind means that there is little possibility of a 
marginalized person choosing to engage an epistemically exploitative demand 
without fear of what might happen if they refuse.7 Consider the following situa-
tion in which a marginalized person faces a double bind when confronted with 
an epistemically exploitative demand. Suppose Amina, a Black woman, is out 
with a white male acquaintance, Ben, when a white woman approaches her, 
reaches out to touch her hair, and exclaims how soft it is. Amina tells the white 
woman not to touch her hair. The white woman, offended, says “I was just try-
ing to give you a compliment,” and leaves angrily. Ben then asks why Amina 
was “so rude” to the woman who was “just being nice.” Amina is tired and does 
not feel like defending her right to bodily autonomy or explaining the history 
of white objectification of Black women’s bodies and the racist entitlement that 
is inherent in a white person touching a Black woman without her permission. 
However, Amina knows that if she refuses to explain herself to Ben or simply 
says, “I don’t want to talk about it,” she runs the risk of being painted as overly 
emotional, irrational, hypersensitive, unfriendly, and aggressive. Amina thus 
faces a double bind: She can either engage in the coerced labor of explaining 
why the white woman’s action was racist and justifying her response to it, or she 
can risk being seen as confirming the misogynoiristic8 controlling image of the 
Angry Black Woman.9

7. This is not to say that a marginalized person cannot genuinely choose to engage with a 
privileged person on topics of the oppression they face. They may even choose to make themselves 
generally available as an educational resource about their oppression to those who want to learn 
about it and do not experience it. But it must be their choice rather than something that they are 
coerced into out of concern for their safety and well- being.

8. Moya Bailey created the term “misogynoir” to describe the racialized misogyny and gen-
dered anti- Black racism that Black women uniquely face. The word first appeared in Bailey’s 
(2010) essay “They aren’t talking about me . . .” on Crunk Feminist Collective. See Bailey (2014) for 
the origin story of the term and Trudy (2014) for further explication of the concept.

9. Jacobsen (2015) recounts numerous instances of white people touching and commenting 
on her hair in objectifying ways. She also discusses the challenge of navigating these racist interac-
tions while trying to avoid being perceived as confirming the controlling image of the Angry Black 
Woman. Meyerson (2015) describes an experience at the Metropolitan Opera in which a white man 
asked her to put her hair up because it was blocking his wife’s view. After initially complying with 
the request, Meyerson turned around at intermission to let the man know that she would be taking 
her hair back down for the remainder of the show. He responded, “You’re really disgusting. Who 
comes to the opera with their hair sticking straight out of their head like that?” His verbally abu-
sive outburst evokes racist stereotypes of Black people as uncivilized and animalistic and express-
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While marginalized people often face blowback if they disengage from situ-
ations involving epistemically exploitative demands, neither can they protect 
themselves from hostility by choosing to provide educational labor. Richard-
son notes the futility of putting in the effort required to educate her non- Black 
undergraduate peers about anti- Black racism when their responses are at best 
dismissive and at worst abusive:

At times, I get very frustrated: why should it be my responsibility as a 
black woman to reach out, when historical and contemporary evidence 
both say that the ones who I reach out to are probably just going to speak 
over me, ignore me, or blame me for my own problems? This seems nei-
ther just nor logical.

I often wonder why I should even bother. I honestly feel that I owe 
nothing, especially not some manner of education, to my oppressors. 
Why sacrifice the energy, the mental strength, if it’ll be all for naught? It 
all feels rather self- flagellating sometimes. (2015)

Richardson observes that providing educational labor to one’s oppressors is not 
only pointless but can even be self- destructive when it leaves the laborer worse 
off and more vulnerable than before. This harm can occur even when the privi-
leged person accepts and acknowledges the marginalized person’s explanation. 
One effect of the privileged sense of entitlement to marginalized persons’ time 
and energy is that the work they do is never enough. Attempts at silencing often 
follow a marginalized person’s efforts to critique or speak out against oppres-
sion. This occurs even when the critique of oppression is offered in the spirit of 
education. For instance, Richardson describes how many of her white under-
graduate peers expect her to provide solutions any time she critiques or speaks 
out against racism or white supremacy:

Because I am so outspoken with my frustrations, many of my white 
peers look to me as a source of education (which is not necessarily A Bad 
Thing) and ask me for solutions when I simply mean to vent my anger, 
and that is also frustrating. I cannot complain unless I also come up with 
something better. I cannot simply be sad. I really wish that I could just 
sit in a room, and be sad, and express my emotions constructively with 
nothing else being demanded of me. (2015)

es the racist sentiment that Black hair worn naturally is unkempt. Perhaps more telling is his wife’s 
response, “You used to be nice but now you’re mean.” That this white woman perceived Meyerson 
as unfriendly, aggressive, and “mean” for informing her and her husband that she would not be 
changing her body in order to prioritize their comfort illustrates the dangers that Black women 
face when they do not acquiesce to white people’s entitled demands, no matter how unreasonable.
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Richardson is not permitted to simply experience pain or express anger about 
the violence of her oppression. She must produce constructive solutions. The 
presumption here is that if she cannot produce ways to change to the systems she 
critiques, then she has no right to critique them or express anger about them.10 
Richardson too risks being perceived as confirming the Angry Black Woman 
stereotype when she educates her white peers about racial injustice and oppres-
sion. The privileged response to this educational labor is frequently some ver-
sion of, “Stop complaining and do something about it!” This response paints the 
speaker as merely angry and erases the labor involved in educating others about 
oppression. It simultaneously silences the marginalized speaker while demand-
ing even more labor from them.

One way to understand the constraints of the double bind in the context 
of epistemic exploitation is that harmful stereotypes are ready to be deployed 
against marginalized persons no matter how they respond to epistemically ex-
ploitative demands on their time, labor, and expertise.

3.3 Default Skeptical Responses

When marginalized persons offer testimony about their general knowledge or 
lived experiences of oppression, privileged persons often respond with skepticism 
about the content of their claims. Skeptical responses are frequently the default 
even when the privileged demanded the testimony in the first place. These re-
sponses may include skepticism that the marginalized person’s experience really 
happened the way they describe or skepticism that their experience falls within 
a larger pattern of oppression rather than simply being an isolated or anomalous 
incident. The latter response is often based on the false assumption that malicious 
or conscious intention is necessary for an act to be oppressive. The privileged may 
also respond with skepticism about the scope or even existence of interlocking 
systems of oppression. This skepticism reinforces the oppressive power dynamics 
that make the skepticism of the privileged possible in the first place.11

Skeptical responses to lived experiences of oppression serve to exploit in 
subtle ways. A person who is privileged by some system of oppression has more 

10. The silencing that Richardson experiences is part of the larger pattern of whites expecting 
Blacks to express their anger and pain eloquently, in ways that whites deem appropriate, even 
when that anger is about white supremacy’s endless attacks on Black lives and constant devalua-
tion of Black humanity.

11. The default skepticism of the privileged is itself an expression of privilege. People who 
do not face a specific type of oppression have the privilege of remaining ignorant about the ways 
that oppression exists and manifests. For example, non- disabled persons have the privilege of not 
knowing whether the buildings they work in are accessible. Cisgender people have the privilege 
of not knowing the locations of safe, gender- neutral bathrooms. White scholars have the privilege 
of not knowing that meritocracy has never been a feature of academia, etc.
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limited epistemic access to the nature of that oppression than does a person who 
is marginalized by it.12 Consider a white person who responds with unmitigated 
skepticism to a person of color’s experience of racism. In doing so, she positions 
herself as the epistemic peer of the person of color with respect to this particu-
lar domain. She implicitly suggests that she is as qualified as her conversation 
partner to evaluate what counts as an experience of racism. This posturing as 
an epistemic peer effectively functions to tacitly demand a response from the 
person of color. In a context where the privileged person has framed her opinion 
and the marginalized person’s evaluation as being equally credible, the margin-
alized person bears a significant risk by failing to respond.

To see this, consider how the norms of debate demand a different response to 
a substantive objection than they do to a purported objection that is really based 
on a misunderstanding. A substantive objection to a view requires a substantive 
response from the view’s advocate. If one cannot be produced, the view is con-
sequently weakened by the objection. An objection based on a misunderstand-
ing does not call for a substantive response. Rather than burdening the view’s 
advocate with the task of responding to such an objection, we recognize that it is 
the job of the confused objector to do the work required in order to correctly un-
derstand the view and come to see why their purported objection is misguided. 
By positioning herself as an epistemic peer and her skepticism as a substantive 
objection to the marginalized person’s claim, the uninformed privileged person 
who “objects” to the marginalized person’s claim about oppression creates the 
pretense that a substantive response is called for. If the marginalized person fails 
to respond to the skepticism, effectively giving the privileged objector the last 
word, the objection appears to be a substantive one that has no response. This 
serves to legitimize the skepticism in the eyes of the objector as well as bystand-
ers and thus serves to undermine the force of the marginalized person’s original 
claim. This dynamic is produced by the fact that dominantly situated persons 
frequently take their own misunderstandings to be substantive objections.13

The privileged tend to set the terms of debate. A marginalized person who 

12. I take this to follow from the fact that a person who experiences some form of oppression 
has two routes to attaining knowledge about it: 1) experiencing it firsthand and 2) learning about 
it through the testimony of others who experience it. A person who does not experience that op-
pression has only the latter route available to them.

13. For instance, white philosophers often take their own confused conviction that racism is 
nothing more than consciously held racial prejudice to be a genuine philosophical view about rac-
ism that must be engaged before being rejected. They see themselves as being owed substantive 
meta- level arguments for why they should rule out a priori any account of racism that allows for 
the possibility of “reverse racism” and will otherwise refuse to engage in discussions of racism that 
assume the actual theoretical definition of racism as racial prejudice plus structural power. This is 
a specific instance of the more general pattern of racial arrogance in which whites claim to disagree 
with a perspective on racism that challenges their dominant worldview, when in fact they simply 
do not understand it (DiAngelo 2011).
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fails to respond to a privileged person’s conceptually confused skepticism when 
it is inaccurately framed as a substantive objection risks being seen as losing 
the debate.14 Both participants and spectators are likely to perceive them this 
way, and this is especially true for online discussions. Being seen as losing the 
debate leads to further loss of credibility for the marginalized person, who is 
likely already suffering from a credibility deficit. Default skepticism functions 
as a mechanism of epistemic exploitation because it creates the tacit demand for 
a response. This requires the marginalized person to produce further cognitive 
and emotional labor. Default skepticism is both a response to labor produced 
under epistemic exploitation and a demand for even more labor. It thus enacts 
epistemic exploitation through a process of recursion.

A privileged person responding with skepticism to a marginalized person’s 
claims about their generalized knowledge or experience of oppression can pro-
duce a number of epistemic harms in addition to epistemic exploitation. A re-
sponse of default skepticism can have the effect of gaslighting the marginalized 
person. Gaslighting functions to undermine a person’s confidence in their grasp 
on reality leading to an overall sense of self- doubt and a lack of trust in one’s per-
ceptions.15 Gaslighting involves raising doubts about a person’s ability to accu-
rately perceive and understand events, and can thus harm them in their capacity 
as a knower (McKinnon in press). Fatima details the cumulative effects of micro-
aggressions against women of color in academia. “When one is constantly given 
alternate banal explanations for their ‘overly- sensitive’ perceptions, one loses 
the epistemic ground they stand on. They cease to give credibility to their own 
perceptions” (2015). Someone who is gaslighted can actually lose knowledge 
they once possessed by coming to no longer believe what they previously knew 
to be the case. When a marginalized person is deprived of knowledge because 
they lose credence in their understanding of their own experience as a result of 
gaslighting, this perpetuates epistemic oppression.16

Skeptical responses can also lead to testimonial smothering, a self- silencing 
phenomenon in which a speaker avoids engaging in risky conversations with 

14. Though this risk is not limited to cases of epistemic exploitation, it is heightened in these 
cases. Similar dynamics regarding the perceptions of objections as either substantive or mistaken 
can arise in any context. However, the distorting effects of identity on differential credibility as-
criptions are compounded in debates between privileged and marginalized persons when what is 
disputed is the nature of oppression.

15. For a philosophical investigation into the wrongs and harms of gaslighting, see Abramson 
(2014).

16. McKinnon (in press) emphasizes that those who consider themselves to be “allies” fre-
quently commit this type of harm. People who identify as allies claim to stand in solidarity with 
the oppressed. Because they often receive higher levels of credibility than members of the privi-
leged group who do not claim to be allies and than members of the oppressed group with whom 
they claim to be allied, they are in a unique position to cause harm through gaslighting.
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a hearer who is perceived to be incompetent because of their demonstrated un-
willingness or inability to “gain the appropriate uptake of the proffered testi-
mony” (Dotson 2011: 244). Hearers who repeatedly respond with skepticism to a 
marginalized speaker’s testimony about oppression demonstrate an inability to 
accept and understand the speaker’s testimony in that domain. These conditions 
create pressure for the marginalized person to engage in testimonial smothering 
as a means of self- protection. Having to constantly engage in self- silencing cre-
ates a hostile environment, and the resulting alienation further entrenches the 
speaker’s marginalization. These phenomena frequently occur alongside epis-
temic exploitation and exacerbate the marginalization it produces.

4. Epistemic Exploitation and Epistemic Injustice

Epistemic exploitation is made possible by the particular social and political 
structures in which our epistemic practices take place. It is thus subject to inter-
action effects with other types of epistemic harm. In this section, I explore the 
ways this phenomenon relates to the epistemic harms that Fricker (2007) identi-
fies as epistemic injustice. Broadly, epistemic injustice is any injustice that harms 
someone specifically in their capacity as a knower. Fricker identifies two types 
of epistemic injustice, testimonial injustice and hermeneutical injustice. Both of 
these can interact with epistemic exploitation to produce compounded epistemic 
harms and marginalization.

4.1 Epistemic Exploitation and Testimonial Injustice

Testimonial injustice occurs when a speaker receives less credibility than they 
are due as a result of negative identity prejudice. According to Fricker (2007), 
testimonial injustice is perpetrated against members of groups whose testimony 
is questioned and disbelieved because of negative prejudicial stereotypes about 
those groups. Because members of marginalized groups are vulnerable to testi-
monial injustice, the phenomenon frequently occurs alongside epistemic exploi-
tation and exacerbates the harms it produces.17

17. Testimonial injustice can also play a role in producing epistemic exploitation absent de-
flated credibility ascriptions of marginalized speakers. Davis (2016) argues that testimonial injus-
tice should not be restricted solely to cases involving credibility deficits and that some credibility 
excesses ascribed to marginalized speakers should be considered testimonial injustices when those 
speakers are treated as tokens or spokespersons for the marginalized groups to which they belong. 
Davis emphasizes that tokenization and positive stereotyping can result in the burden to educate 
falling to the marginalized and that this labor is often extracted under unjust conditions. Thus, 
testimonial injustice resulting from either a credibility deficit or a credibility surplus can produce 
or compound epistemic exploitation.
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Consider a situation in which a female graduate student, Summer, denounc-
es the role that sexism played in her department’s decision to award all available 
fellowships to male graduate students. Despite the graduate program’s inter-
national reputation as a hostile place for women, a male grad student, Dean, 
demands that Summer explain to him how the fellowship decision is sexist. She 
responds by noting that the department harbors a high number of male faculty 
who are serial harassers, that these faculty serve on the fellowship committee, 
and that the committee generally fails to award merit- based fellowships to wom-
en. Summer points out that the chair of the department knows about the harass-
ment but covers it up in order to protect the department’s reputation and he 
continues to let the harassers serve on the fellowship committee. She also relays 
personal experiences of sexual harassment by male faculty who are committee 
members. Dean responds by insisting that Summer misinterpreted her experi-
ences of harassment by committee members, and he says that the “real” harass-
ers are just a “few bad apples” incapable of genuinely affecting departmental 
climate. He asserts that fellowship distribution is meritocratic and that gender 
bias played no role in the department’s decision. He discredits Summer’s claims 
by saying that she is just resentful about not being awarded a fellowship and is 
therefore blaming sexism for an outcome that was caused by her own shortcom-
ings.

This case demonstrates a number of intertwined epistemic harms. Dean epis-
temically exploits Summer by demanding that she educate him about an aspect 
of oppression that she experiences, in this case the department’s sexism. When 
she does provide him with an explanation, he dismisses her claims. His default 
skeptical response to her experiences of harassment functions to demand further 
epistemic labor from her. Dean gaslights Summer by telling her that she inaccu-
rately interpreted her experiences of harassment. He also perpetrates testimonial 
injustice by subjecting her to the negative stereotype of the bitter woman ‘cry-
ing’ sexism and using that to undermine her credibility. This is an instance of a 
broader pattern in which members of marginalized groups are less likely than 
privileged persons to be ascribed the credibility they are due. This is particularly 
true when it comes to claims about the nature of their own oppression.

We can draw an important lesson from this case if we contrast how Dean 
responds to Summer with how he would respond to the same claims if they 
were instead made by another male graduate student, Ryan. Dean would be 
more likely to accept the same explanation of departmental sexism coming 
from Ryan than he was from Summer. The nature of privilege is that it comes 
with a credibility surplus. Privileged persons are more likely to believe claims 
about privilege and oppression when they come from other persons who share 
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their privilege.18 This has ramifications for how effective at enlightening the 
privileged epistemic exploitation can be. That testimonial injustice is likely to 
occur in epistemically exploitative exchanges means that the educational la-
bor performed often fails to result in privileged listeners obtaining knowledge. 
Thus, even if we were to ignore the additional costs that marginalized persons 
must bear when educating privileged persons about their oppression, epis-
temic exploitation would still be a relatively ineffective way of educating the 
privileged about oppression. The privileged are simply less likely to believe 
claims about oppression whey they come from those who actually experience 
it. This is just one of the reasons why privileged persons acting in solidarity 
with the oppressed must take it upon themselves to educate other members of 
the privileged group about oppression.19

4.2 Epistemic Exploitation and Hermeneutical Injustice

Hermeneutical injustice, like testimonial injustice, can contribute to and exacer-
bate the harms of epistemic exploitation. However, epistemic exploitation usu-
ally occurs when the conceptual resources necessary to do the educational work 
already exist but the dominantly situated choose not to avail themselves of these 
resources. In these cases, willful hermeneutical ignorance and contributory in-
justice are compounding factors.

According to Fricker, hermeneutical injustice occurs when there is a dearth of 
narrative and interpretive resources to describe and understand the experiences 
of those who are marginalized within society. This occurs because dominant 
groups have primary control over what hermeneutical resources are produced:

Hermeneutical inequality is inevitably hard to detect. Our interpretive 
efforts are naturally geared to interests, as we try hardest to understand 
those things it serves us to understand. Consequently, a group’s unequal 
participate on will tend to show up in a localized manner in hermeneuti-
cal hotspots –  locations in social life where the powerful have no interest 
in achieving a proper interpretation, perhaps indeed where they have a 
positive interest in sustaining the extant misinterpretation . . . But then in 
such a hotspot as this, the unequal hermeneutical participation remains 

18. Medina (2013: 57) notes that privileged subjects frequently develop an overinflated sense 
of entitlement and epistemic arrogance that prevents them both from achieving self- knowledge 
and from recognizing knowledge in marginally situated knowers.

19. Showing Up for Racial Justice (SURJ) is one activist group that makes this commitment 
foundational. Their organizing principle is that white people must educate and mobilize other 
white people in the service of dismantling white supremacy.
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positively disguised by the existing meaning attributed to the behavior 
and so it is all the more difficult to detect. (Fricker 2007: 153)

On Fricker’s picture, hermeneutical injustice occurs when there is a gap in the 
collective hermeneutical resources that leaves a marginalized group unable to 
understand or make sense of some aspect of their experience.20

When hermeneutical injustice coincides with epistemic exploitation, the 
combined harms exacerbate epistemic marginalization. If a privileged person 
demands that a marginalized person explain to them some aspect of their expe-
rience of oppression and there are no conceptual resources to draw on, the mar-
ginalized person does not even have both of the options that create the double 
bind. They cannot choose to give in to the epistemically exploitative demand 
and engage in unpaid labor to enlighten the privileged person, because there are 
no shared interpretive resources available. At best, they can try to explain their 
experience using inadequate hermeneutical resources, which will make their 
claims and their position appear to be unintelligible.

Epistemic exploitation frequently occurs when the hermeneutical resources 
involved are readily accessible but the privileged person has failed to make use of 
them. Dotson points out that people who are epistemically oppressed often have 
no difficulty readily articulating their experiences. “However, those articulations 
generally fail to gain appropriate uptake according to the biased hermeneutical 
resources utilized by the perceiver” (2012: 32). It is not that the necessary herme-

20. Fricker illustrates the concept of hermeneutical injustice with a discussion of Susan 
Brownmiller’s account of Carmita Wood’s experience of filing for unemployment after leaving 
a job due to sexual harassment. As there was no box to check on the unemployment application 
that described her reason for leaving her job, Wood had no other choice than to say that she left 
for “personal reasons.” Fricker identifies the lack of a box to check as an instance of hermeneuti-
cal injustice. Interestingly, though Carmita Wood is a Black woman, Fricker never mentions her 
race. Either Fricker does not know Wood’s race, she does not see Wood’s race as relevant to her 
experience, or she avoids mentioning Wood’s race because she sees her experience of sexual ha-
rassment in the workplace as something that is relevant to ‘all’ women. While many women face 
sexual harassment in the workplace, the history of U.S. Black women’s experiences of sexual ha-
rassment in the workplace is unique. Under slavery, Black women were forced to labor without 
pay for the profits of white enslavers who systematically used sexual abuse as a tool of control 
and domination. After emancipation, Black women worked as domestic servants in the homes 
of white families where they faced sexual harassment and sexual assault by their employers. The 
limited work available to Black women meant that white domestic employers could continue to 
subject them to sexual mistreatment with impunity (Collins 2000: 60– 63). Today, as Black wom-
en remain especially vulnerable to employment discrimination, their lack of job security makes 
them continued targets for sexual abuse and harassment in the workplace. Ignoring this context as 
Fricker does whitewashes the particular realities of sexual harassment in the workplace that Black 
women have experienced because of their marginalized location at the intersection of race- , sex- , 
and class- based oppression within white supremacist capitalist patriarchy. It also contributes to 
Black women’s hermeneutical marginalization by implicitly denying the relevance of race to their 
lived experiences of sexual harassment.
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neutical resources have yet to be conceived but that they have not been acknowl-
edged or taken up by dominant groups. In these cases, the issue is not one of 
hermeneutical injustice but of what Dotson refers to as contributory injustice, the 
systematic epistemic harm that results from a subject’s willfully ignorant use of 
structurally biased hermeneutical resources in ways that compromise another’s 
epistemic agency. While hermeneutical injustice describes a gap in the epistemic 
resources available to understand one’s experiences, contributory injustice covers 
cases in which the resources have been introduced but have failed to become part 
of the persuasively shared epistemic resources because of the epistemic exclusion 
of their originators. It is a failure of circulation rather than a failure of creation, and 
it is due to the refusal of dominant groups to acknowledge epistemic resources 
that resist assimilation into dominant epistemic schemes.

In some cases, the myth that there is a genuine gap in the collective herme-
neutical resources is a form of active ignorance that gives the dominantly situat-
ed license to engage in epistemic exploitation. Dominantly situated persons may 
erase or deny the existence of the relevant hermeneutical resources in question. 
This is one of the functions of default skepticism in epistemically exploitative ex-
changes. Pohlhaus (2012: 722) identifies willful hermeneutical ignorance as the ten-
dency of the dominantly situated to dismiss epistemic resources such as “date 
rape” or “heteronormativity” that make sense of experiences and phenomena 
that are primarily discernible to the marginally situated. She writes,

Good epistemic resources . . . make sense of the experienced world, and if 
one’s situatedness does not make salient those aspects of the world for which 
particular resources are useful, the dominantly situated knower can use that 
fact to dismiss those resources before learning to use them. (2012: 722)

Erasing and dismissing these resources allows the dominantly situated to 
invoke the pretense that no such hermeneutical resources exist, which in turn 
supports their position that they cannot and should not be held accountable for 
their ignorance. This pretense is also used to imply that the marginalized person 
has an obligation to educate them by producing these ‘missing’ resources. After 
all, as the willfully ignorant argument goes, if the resources aren’t out there and 
the marginalized person won’t teach them, how can the dominantly situated 
person be expected to learn?

5. Epistemic Exploitation as Epistemic Oppression

Situating epistemic exploitation within Dotson’s (2012; 2014) framework of epis-
temic oppression helps to shed light on its broader social and political func-
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tions. Dotson defines epistemic oppression as “a persistent and unwarranted 
infringement on the ability to utilize persuasively shared epistemic resources 
that hinders one’s contributions to knowledge production” (2014: 2). Epistemic 
oppression is characterized by sustained, unjustified compromise to the epis-
temic agency of some population, frequently one that has experienced historical, 
social, and political marginalization.21 Epistemic agency is understood as the 
ability to use “shared epistemic resources within a given epistemic community 
in order to participate in knowledge production and, if required, the revision of 
those same resources” (2012: 24).

While privileged demands for education and enlightenment from marginal-
ized people may appear to be invitations to participate in knowledge production, 
the ideas and claims marginalized people put forward are readily dismissed and 
are not taken to be genuine contributions to knowledge. This is evidenced by 
how frequently marginalized persons have to make the same claims over and 
over again and are met with the same dismissive responses every time— a pat-
tern noted by Cooper (2015) and Richardson (2015). The privileged demonstrate 
entitlement to the labor and means of production of knowledge but fail to actu-
ally recognize the goods produced as contributions to knowledge.

How can we make sense of the fact that the privileged demand labor from 
the marginalized and then fail to make use of the fruits of that labor? The answer 
lies in the role that epistemic exploitation plays in upholding the active igno-
rance of the dominantly situated. Consider Mills’s (2007) notion of white igno-
rance, an actively upheld form of ignorance masquerading as knowledge that is 
mandated by white supremacy. The structure and ideology of white supremacy 
encourage its beneficiaries to meet a set of standards of cognition that effectively 
create a tacit agreement to misinterpret the world. According to Mills, white su-
premacy prescribes and demands “white misunderstanding, misrepresentation, 
evasion, and self- deception on matters related to race” (1997: 18). Whites must 
maintain a coherent narrative of racism being located solely in the past in the 
face of omnipresent evidence to the contrary. This requires sophisticated efforts 
to not only suppress accurate information but to distribute false information. It 
also requires the ability to reinterpret pervasive evidence of structural inequality 
as compatible with post- racialism and even as providing support for colorblind 
racial ideology (Baran 2013; Neville 2009).22

21. Dotson emphasizes that while epistemic oppression is often the result of social and politi-
cal oppression, there is still a distinctly and irreducibly epistemic dimension of oppression.

22. Neville, Poteat, Lewis, and Spanierman (2014) characterize colorblind racial ideology 
(CBRI) as “a set of beliefs that deny, minimize, and distort the existence of racism in its many forms 
(e.g., individual, interpersonal, cultural, and institutional) and the role of race in people’s lives” 
(2014: 180). They also describe CBRI as a “system- justifying ideology or a worldview that helps to 
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When ignorance is more than a mere absence of knowledge, maintaining 
ignorance in the face of resources that threaten to expose it requires work. Spe-
cifically, it requires the construction of a narrative on which dismissing these 
resources without considering them appears reasonable. As noted earlier, Pohl-
haus identifies the common pattern in which dominantly situated knowers 
have access to epistemic resources created from the experiences of marginalized 
knowers but they pre- emptively dismiss these resources out of hand: “Margin-
ally situated knowers actively resist epistemic domination through interaction 
with other resistant knowers, while dominantly situated knowers nonetheless 
continue to misunderstand and misinterpret the world” (2012: 716). When the 
privileged demand and then reject the conceptual and epistemic goods that the 
marginalized produce, they erase practices of epistemic resistance. This func-
tions to confirm the myth that there are no valuable or useful epistemic resources 
besides those that fit into dominant theoretical frameworks. The marginalized 
can then be made to appear responsible for their own epistemic oppression. 
Epistemic exploitation upholds dominant conceptual schemas by maintaining 
the illusion that there simply are no viable alternatives.

The epistemic products of the labor of the marginalized play an important 
dialectical role in the disinformation produced by dominantly situated knowers. 
The dominantly situated treat them as fodder for skeptical responses and harvest 
them for content that can be developed into straw arguments and rejected out 
of hand. This practice gives the appearance of a balanced, reasoned debate from 
which the privileged position of active ignorance emerges as the rational victor. 
The dominantly situated feign engagement with the marginalized but refuse to 
listen to them. They do not invite them to update, reframe, or contribute to the 
discourses they control. The privileged demand and dismiss the epistemic ef-
forts of the marginalized in a cycle of epistemic exploitation and contributory in-
justice. This recurring pattern exemplifies the persistent epistemic exclusion that 
is the hallmark of epistemic oppression. Despite their exclusion from dominant 
discourses, marginalized knowers continue practices of epistemic resistance, en-
acting Lorde’s project of altering the present and constructing the future.

6. Concluding Remarks

Epistemic exploitation is a form of epistemic oppression characterized by un-
recognized, uncompensated, emotionally taxing epistemic labor. Because of the 

rationalize racial inequalities (2014: 180). Empirical research supports a connection between high 
CBRI and greater modern racism (Awad, Cokley, & Ravitch 2005).
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double bind that marginalized persons face, the epistemically exploitative con-
ditions under which the dominantly situated extract their labor are coercive. 
Default skeptical responses from the privileged discredit and erase the epistemic 
resources of the marginalized and create demand for even more unrecognized 
labor. Epistemic exploitation reproduces and upholds the active ignorance that 
is integral to maintaining dominant epistemic frameworks. Conceptualizing 
epistemic exploitation as a form of epistemic oppression positions us to address 
its structural causes, recognize the ways it harms epistemic communities, and 
ultimately envision the structural remedies that it demands.
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